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RESPONSES

CD-1

Introductory comment noted. Specific responses to the comments on
aesthetics and transportation/traffic are provided below.

CD-2

It is true that the Project would result in a significant short-term visual
change. However, the Project is a semi-rural residential development
similar to that of the Eden Valley neighborhood. See Response AF-22
regarding landform modification and AF-23 regarding retaining walls.
All homes are supported by graded pads if they meet building standards
within the last half of the 20th century. Two-story structures, although
less common than one-story structures in Eden Valley, are not unusual
in current views from Milpas Drive. Lots off Milpas Drive contain
two-story structures that appear to be barn or storage facilities. Homes
on the slopes west of Milpas contain two-story homes and homes with
two-story architectural protrusions. Homes east of Country Club Drive
are generally two-story in nature. See Response AD-3 regarding the
clustered nature of the development.
A review of Google Earth indicates that the commenter’s views to the
north and east would not change as the Project is located to the southwest
and west of the commenter’s address. Views straight to the south also
would be unaffected by the Project, as those parcels are not included
in the Proposed Project. The portion of the Project southwest of the
commenter’s property and south of the access road would be in protected
oak easement and biological open space (see EIR Figures 1-11, Open
Space and Recreation, and 2.4-10a, Biological Open Space), with homes
on the south side of that parcel abutting existing homes in Eden Valley.
Views to the west would continue to be of three parcels with residential/
rural uses on them, with potential views to Neighborhood 4 homes to the
west of those parcels. Based on the return address provided, the existing
views would largely be maintained. Developed Project elements would
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be located behind intervening existing/retained views to the southwest
and west, with interspersed and surmounting agricultural easement area
to be visually notable. Above the Project continue the higher slopes and
existing homes located there. Taking all these elements into consideration,
the Project would be expected to change views from Milpas, but would
not remove the closest elements in the commenter’s rural/natural view,
and would not substantially change the overall views available.
Homes in the Project would have limited associated lighting, which
could change night views to the hills. The Project would comply with
the LPC, however, and light spill would be strictly controlled. See
Responses U-2a and AG-1 regarding dark skies control overall as well as
specifically related to street lights.

CD-3

No changes to the existing access configuration allowing for full turn
movements to/from Milpas Road onto Country Club Drive are proposed.
It should also be noted that the Project analysis of vehicles entering/
exiting the Project access roads of Eden Valley Lane and Mount Whitney
Road, which are expected to carry 50 percent of all Project trips, were
forecasted to operate at acceptable LOS C or better conditions. The
Country Club Drive/Milpas Drive intersection would operate at an
acceptable LOS with Project and cumulative traffic.
Also, see Response K-167 regarding analysis of the Country Club Drive/
Auto Park Way intersection.
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See Response U-2a regarding the Project’s semi-rural character and see
Response CD-3 regarding traffic concerns.
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